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Let's Get Ready For first Grade

Greg Tang Math:
Numtanga: Subitizing

Jack Hartmann:
Subitize

Make 10
Learn How to Play 

Play Make 10 with your
family, friends and by
yourself!

Grab a handful of pennies,
Legos, Q-tips, or anything
that 10 or more will fit in
your hand. Put them in
groups of 10 as you count.

Weather Watch!
Be a meteorologist!

Roll and Add

Roll two dice, write
the addition sentence
and the sum.

Counting Collections

Crayon resist

Nature Art

Kool-aid playdough recipe

Silly Summer Snacks Roll and Read

Which takes Longer

favorite Summer Day

Gerdy Giraffe 
Needs your 

help!

Ka-boom Sticks

Counting Pairs

Counting Coins

Crayon resist is a great
way to practice word
families, sight words, or
geometric Shapes! If you
don't have watercolor
paints, use markers!

Go outside and use
what you can find in 
the yard to make art. It
can be an animal you've
learned about or a
feeling. 

Playdough is very versatile. Roll
out thin noodles and practice
spelling word families, sight
words, Other ideas: geometric
shapes, numbers, groups of 10...

Playdough not paper! roll and tally

CVC Review, Read and Sort -
sorting Ideas Vowel Sounds
same beginning or ending sound,
action words or nouns

This website has
so many ways to
practice sight
words! Check out
this one! ------->

Sight Words Snakes
& Ladders is a twist
on the classic Chutes
& Ladders board
game.

Print the sheet (or use
a blank piece of paper)
linked to Roll and Tally.
Use your own dice or
click on the dice below
to use online dice. 

Find who has the
most shoes in
your family. Line
them up in pairs
and count by 2s. 

what Do I think?

This activity helps
kids begin to
understand and
compare how long
things take. 

What is your favorite summer
day you have ever had? OR
What would your favorite
summer day be? Draw a
picture and tell me about it.

Jack Hartmann: 

Sight word rap 2
sight word rap 1

Sight word rap 3

Roll and Read #1

Roll and Read #2

Jack Hartmann: the
money Song

Find pennies and nickels around
the house. Count pennies by
1s, and nickels by 5s.

Grandparents LOVE doing
things for their grandkids.
Next visit, ask if you can
count their change. Then...if
you counted it correctly, ask
if you can have it!

make bank
Use a recipe (check out the link
or look for more) to measure
and make simple silly summer
snacks. Math Vocabulary: half,
whole, more, less, measure
(count items if possible)

The power of yet
. Draw a picture of something
you are learning to do, but
you cannot do it YET! Put it
where you will see if everyday.
Sign it and celebrate the day
you can!

Click the link above to
find out how to reinforce
multiple skills with a
simple game!

www.alivestudioszoo.com

Activities can be done in any order. If your child enjoys one or you can see that it
is beneficial, do it again! Do the ones that appeal to your child...AND YOU!

Never Play Music 
Next to the Zoo!

Read and Sort

Draw a picture of your favorite
animals. What instrument
would they play at the zoo?
Label your picture and tell
about it!

Links are 
green and 
underlined
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